The Complete

BATHROOM COLLEC TION
FOR IN DEPEN DENT LI V ING

Our home in Yorkshire...
Bathe in comfort,
bathe easy
Bath time should be a relaxing, enjoyable
experience but for some, getting in
and out of the bath can be difficult and
stressful without help.
Our specialist range of easy access baths,
showers and accessories take the worry
out of bathing and create a safe yet
beautiful bathroom environment for the
whole family to enjoy, being both age and
ability-friendly.

Freedom
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Marcella
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Walk-In Shower Baths
The Bathe Easy P and L shaped
shower baths include key safety
features and allow comfortable,
safe bathing for all.

Power Traverse Baths
With a powered seat traverse to
ensure the safe and efficient transfer
of bathers in and out of the bath,
these baths are perfect for those
with additional requirements.
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Walk-In Baths
The Bathe Easy walk-in bath range
ensures easy bathing for those
with restricted mobility, without
the need to climb in and out.

Grab Rails & Accessories
Designed to integrate with any
bathroom, our stylish grab rails
and accessories help to make all
bathrooms safer.
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Deep Soak Baths
A safe, stable solution for areas
unable to fit a full size bath.

Showers & Accessories
Showering is one of the easiest ways
to stay clean and feel comfortable.
With two new shower options as
part of the Bathe Easy range, we
offer the latest technology for safety
and peace of mind.
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Walk-In Shower Baths

Elegantly designed, our P and L shaped shower
baths include key safety features and allow
comfortable, safe bathing. These baths offer
an ideal solution for easy access bathing and
showering, without the need to climb in or out.

P SHA PED CONCER T

Did you know?
In the UK, 99.1% of disabled
children live at home and are
supported by their families.
That is why we’ve made sure
we have great family baths
for all ages and abilities.

Available in left or right handed options, each Walk-In
Shower Bath features an anti-slip base for added peace
of mind. Each bath includes a shower screen and front
and end panels. The baths access door is not located at
the tap end, to avoid glass over glass when the screen is
required. Both baths feature twin waste for 40% quicker
drainage for added safety.

L SHA PED SOL A RN A
Elderly

Families

Elegantly designed, our P shaped shower bath
includes key safety features and allows comfortable,
safe bathing and showering.
Made from Grade 304 stainless
steel, the manual locking system
is easy to operate making our
shower baths easy to use.

(RH shown)

Sizes Available (LH & RH):
1675x850x750
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This contemporary design features a
low threshold door and a full width fold
down seat for ease and comfort.

(RH shown)

Sizes Available (LH & RH):
1700x850x700

Advice:

Advice:

Low threshold door

Low threshold door

10mm tempered glass door treated with
transparent water stain protector

10mm tempered glass door treated
with transparent water stain protector

Manual locking system with simple to operate push and
pull mechanism (20 Newtons / 4.5lbs of pressure)

Manual locking system with simple to operate push
and pull mechanism (20 Newtons / 4.5lbs of pressure)

Metal components (handle, lock and hinges) manufactured
in polished Stainless Steel Alloy - Grade 304

Metal components (handle, lock and hinges) manufactured
in polished Stainless Steel Alloy - Grade 304

Shower screen included

Shower screen included

Supplied with front and end panels

Supplied with front and end panels
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Walk-In Baths
Did you know?
59% of disabled people
who are 65 and over in the
UK say that they will need
accessible housing features
in the next 5 years.

For some, it can be difficult getting into a regular
bath as the sides are too high to step over. The Bathe
Easy Walk-In bath range ensures easy bathing for
those with restricted mobility, without the need to
climb in and out. Great for those with little children
too, saving your back from all of the strain!
Elderly

C A SC A DE

Families

S T Y LE
Suitable for the entire family, this modern
design features a low threshold door and a full
width fold down seat for ease and versatility.

Perfect for those who love to bathe but don’t
want the worry of climbing in and out.

(RH shown)
(LH shown)

Sizes Available (LH & RH):
1700x750, 1800x800

Our 10 year guarantee
All of our Bathe Easy baths
come with a confident
10 year guarantee against
manufacturing defects, as
all of our products are built
to last!
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Sizes Available (LH & RH):
1500x700, 1700x700

Advice:

Advice:

Low threshold door

Anti-slip base for added peace of mind

8mm tempered glass access door

Low threshold, 10mm tempered glass door treated
with transparent water stain protector

6mm tempered glass shower screen
Fixed glass shower screen with hinged section
Manual locking system with simple to operate
push and pull mechanism (4.5lbs of pressure)
Easy-click front & end glass panels
Supplied with a cushioned headrest,
a foldable seat and pop up waste

Manual locking system with simple to operate push and
pull mechanism (20 Newtons / 4.5lbs of pressure)
Metal components (handle, lock and hinges)
manufactured in polished Stainless Steel Alloy - Grade 304
Twin waste for 40% quicker drainage and added safety
Supplied with front and end panels
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Deep Soak Baths

A safe, stable solution for areas unable to fit a
full size bath, deep soak baths are suitable for
those with mobility problems. With attractive
styling, and a built in seat they offer a relaxing,
comfortable bathing experience.

FREEDOM

Did you know?

With an inward opening door, which widens to
370mm for easier access, the Freedom bath is the
ideal deep soak bath for smaller bathrooms.

There are around 13.3
million disabled people
in the UK (almost 1 in 5 of
the population).

Elderly
Suitable for those with additional
physical requirements.

FREEDOM MINI
The Freedom Mini is one of the most compact deep
soaking walk-in baths on the market, with an integral
contoured seat and same generous door opening as the
standard Freedom bath.

Sizes Available (LH & RH):
1270x660x936
Advice:
Elegantly designed with its contoured lines and stylish appearance
Significantly lower than other walk-in baths
Twin wastes for faster drainage & safety
Strategically shaped inward opening door to allow for ease of entry
Robust stainless steel door handle allows for ease of door closure
Slip resistant base
Textured seat at a generous height for comfort
Extended back rest
Constructed from highest grade GRP for durability

Sizes Available (LH & RH):
1060x660x936
Advice:
Inward opening door
Slip resistant base
Simple to operate, single lever door locking mechanism

Did you know?
Only 17% of disabled people
in the UK were born with their
disabilities. The majority of
disabled people acquire their
disability later in life.

Comfortable integrated seat with contoured back
Seat height of 370mm, overall internal depth of 775mm
Single waste and overflow for simple installation
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Did you know?
In 2016, there were an
estimated 308 people of
a pensionable age for
every 1,000 people of a
working age in the UK. By
2037, this is projected to
increase to 365 people.

SERENIT Y
The most advanced walk-in deep soak bath
on the market, the Serenity offers safe and
unparalleled ease of entry and exit with extra
wide door and lower-step-in threshold.

(RH shown)

The simple ‘sit down and slide
in’ seat makes for the easiest
bathing experience.

COMFOR T

Sizes Available (LH & RH):
1300x660, 1300x750

A safe, stable solution for areas unable to fit a
full size bath, our Comfort deep soak bath is
suitable for all those with mobility problems.

Advice:
Exceptional 800mm wide door
Seat well is exposed for a simple ‘sit down
and slide in’ movement
Ramped seat at 545mm high from the bathroom floor
allows for easy transfer from a wheelchair
Effortless lever handle with concealed catch bolt,
ideal for arthritic hands
Free standing and partly assembled for faster installation
Patented door and water seal system
Unique drain and pop up waste for faster drainage

(RH shown)

Sizes Available (LH & RH):
1260x650

Slip resistant base

Advice:

Two internal grab rails

Low threshold door

Maximum user weight 35 stone

Anti-slip base for added peace of mind
10mm tempered glass door treated with
transparent water stain protector
Manual locking system with simple to operate push and pull
mechanism (20 Newtons / 4.5lbs of pressure)

Elderly
Suitable for those with additional
physical requirements.
Families
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Metal components (handle, lock and hinges) manufactured
in polished Stainless Steel Alloy - Grade 304
Twin waste for 40% quicker drainage and added safety
Comfortable integrated seat
Supplied with front and end panels
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Power Traverse Baths

Combining impressive levels of performance with
exceptional value, the Marcella is designed to be a
cost effecctive bathing solution suitable in a variety of
care environments. The Marcella comes with powered
seat traverse to ensure the safe and efficient transfer of
bathers in and out of the bath. It is also available with
an optional detachable transfer chair to help carers
transport bathers between rooms.
With its energy-efficient keyhole design and array of
water-saving features, this versatile bathing system is
extremely economical to run. Compact enough to fit
into the space of a traditional style bath, the Marcella’s
remarkably long internal length and extra-wide seating
area also delivers outstanding levels of comfort.

Elderly
Suitable for those with additional
physical requirements.

MA RCELL A
The new Marcella bath is designed with a
powered seat traverse to deliver a safe and
easy bathing experience for all.

Did you know?
1 in 8 adults (around 6.5 million
people) in the UK are carers.
By 2037, it’s anticipated that the
number of carers will increase
to 9 million. Over 1 million
people care for more than one
person too.

Sizes Available (LH & RH):
1500x1700
Advice:
Powered seat traverse effortlessly transfers
the bather into and out of the bath
Detachable transfer chair system to assist carers when
transporting bathers between rooms (optional)
Featuring integrated BioCote anti-microbial
technology as standard
Innovative keyhole design reduces water usage whilst retaining
wide seating area ensuring optimum comfort for bathers
Easy-to-clean seat with nursing arms and integrated
pommel offers enhanced support
Lightweight, ergonomic handset control
165kg safe lifting weight accommodates
a wide variety of bather sizes

Easily and safely
transfers bathers in
and out of the bath.
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LIBER T Y

The Liberty bath provides a safe, reassuring
independent bathing environment. The simple easy
close, inward opening door gives clear uncluttered
access, while the integral powered lift seat allows
gentle lowering and lifting in and out of the bath.
Sizes Available (LH & RH):
1700x700
Advice:
Easy close door
Easy access via inward opening, gadget free door

Did you know?
By 2033 the number of
people aged 85 and over
in the UK is projected to
more than double again
to reach 3.2 million, and
will account for 5% of the
total population.

Integral, contoured seat with fold down arm-rests
for bather comfort and support
Low step height
Powered lifting and lowering up to 24 stone (150kg)
Specially moulded bath designed to complement
the seat allows for deeper bathing experience
Same capacity and size of conventional bath
Safety features include automatic battery back-up
in event of mains power failure
Slip resistant base
Twin pop up wastes for faster drainage
Easy installation of powered lift - fits onto bath
sub frame with no special requirements
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GR AB R AIL S &
ACCE SSORIE S

Our range of brassware has been
developed with the wellbeing and
safety of the whole family in mind, but
particularly for those who are a little
unsteady on their feet.
With our range of stainless steel grab rails and
accessories, we ensure a high quality, reliable
product but one which fits into any bathroom
seamlessy as the style and form is just as high
a priority. The classic stainless steel is easy to
clean and has a long life guarantee too.

Product Features
- Active antimicrobial protection
- Eco-friendly
- Colour stability after long time use
- Ultimate tensile strength
- Resistence to wear
- No deformation in case of moisture
- Non-porous smooth and strong coating
- Electrostatic charge free
- Recyclable
- All fixings are concealed, making the
product aesthetically pleasing too
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VERTICAL GRAB RAIL WITH
SHOWER HEAD HOLDER

STRAIGHT SAFETY GRAB RAIL

Our slider grab rail includes a single
handed operation shower head holder,
for those who have limited hand use.
These rails are produced in a 994mm
length and are suitable for a person
sitting in the shower area but also
suitable for a person standing, and
add to assisting others in showering.
The rail incorporates a stylish shower
handset holder, which is designed
for use with one hand, by gently
squeezing the handle to increase the
height, or lower the shower head.

SIDE FIXED SAFETY SUPPORT

Sizes Available: 300, 600, 900mm
Sizes Available: 300, 600, 900mm
Our range of grab rails have been designed
to enhance the shower or bathroom without
looking institutional or clinical. They offer a warm
and homely feel to the bathroom environment,
and the two tone chrome and colour is both
stylish and practical. All fixings are concealed,
making the product aesthetically pleasing too.

This range has been developed to offer
safety support to the growing ageing
population and improving quality of life. It is
elegant and discrete but safe and strong. All
fixings are concealed, making the product
aesthetically pleasing too.

ADJUSTABLE BATH SEAT
FOLD DOWN SHOWER SEAT
FIXED BATH SEAT

Slightly wider than the average shower seat,
this new product from Bathe Easy has a
slimmer design so as it folds against the wall it
protrudes by only 70mm. A small water outlet
hole is in the centre of the seat which prevents
water filling the seat area. All fixings are
concealed, making the product aesthetically
pleasing too.

Sizes Available: 800x334x162mm
Maximum weight capacity: 150kg
This great removable chair has an
expandable width of 66cm to 80cm,
allowing all bathers to sit comfortably.
Coated with biocompatible,
warm-to-the-touch white vinyl.

Sizes Available: 700x308x153mm
Maximum weight capacity: 150kg
Coated with biocompatible,
warm-to-the-touch white vinyl.
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SHOWER S &
ACCE SSORIE S

Our range of showers and accessories have
been developed to work hand-in-hand with
our Bathe Easy range of baths to offer
maximum safety.

CUBE DELUXE SAFE TOUCH
SINGLE SHOWER

TELESCOPIC RISER
Allows the height of the riser to be
easily adjusted and fixed according
to requirement. The riser can
also be adjusted horizontally to
accommodate uneven walls.

Cube Deluxe showers have
been accredited TMV2
approval from BuildCert.

CUBE DELUX E

Cube Deluxe safe touch
thermostatic shower
with flexible slide rail kit,
smooth hose and push
button handset.

Geometric and minimalistic styling define the
Cube Deluxe showering range from Bathe Easy.
Combined with its thermostatic protection
and innovative features to aid installation, it’s a
popular and reliable choice time after time. The
Bathe Easy Cube Deluxe range has all you need
for a great looking bathroom that is also as safe
as it can be!

SAFE TOUCH BODY
The constant circulation of cold
water under the surface of the
valves ensures the surface will
never be hot to touch.

CUBE DELUXE SAFE TOUCH
BATH SHOWER MIXER

All Cube Deluxe bar
showers feature proven
anti-scald thermostatic
technology.

This can be used with the
smooth shower hose Cube
Deluxe Safe Touch Bath
Shower Mixer and the
Classic Deluxe Safe Touch
Bath Shower Mixer,
see page 20.

With 3 different functions,
you get to choose.

SPRAY
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AERATING
SPA JET

SPRAY +
AERATING
SPA JET

Cube Deluxe showers have
been approved by WRAS.

Remember to buy...
Our vertical grab rail with
shower head holder.

TECHNOLOGY BUILT IN

MULTI-FUNCTION
HANDSET

Cube Deluxe safe
touch thermostatic
shower with adjustable
riser, large stainless
steel overhead soaker,
push button handset
and smooth hose.

The constant circulation
of cold water under the
surface of the valves
ensures the surface will
never be hot to touch.

SMOOTH SHOWER HOSE
There are a number of benefits to a
smooth shower hose, from the ease of
cleaning - as limescale cannot build up through to it being kink and leak proof. It
also offers a safer shower as it avoids nips
and fingers getting caught.

CUBE DELUXE SAFE TOUCH
DOUBLE SHOWER

Convenient, retractable diverting
bath spout. The bath spout can easily
be retracted under the bar valve for
comfort and convenience. Supplied
with bath connectors so can be either
wall mounted or bath mounted.
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SHOWER S &
ACCE SSORIE S

CLASSIC DELUXE SAFE
TOUCH SINGLE SHOWER

Our range of showers and accessories have
been developed to work hand-in-hand with
our Bathe Easy range of baths to offer
maximum safety.

SAFE TOUCH BODY
The constant circulation of cold
water under the surface of the
valves ensures the surface will
never be hot to touch.

CL A SSIC DELUX E

The Classic Deluxe range is the ultimate
combination of form and function featuring
safe touch valve bodies and Bathe Easy’s
proven anti-scald thermostatic technology.
Give yourself peace of mind with our Classic
Deluxe range that also has the benefit of
looking pretty sleek too!

Classic Deluxe showers
have been accredited TMV2
approval from BuildCert.

TELESCOPIC RISER
The constant circulation
of cold water under the
surface of the valves
ensures the surface will
never be hot to touch.

Allows the height of the riser to be
easily adjusted and fixed according
to requirement. The riser can
also be adjusted horizontally to
accommodate uneven walls.

TECHNOLOGY BUILT IN

PUSH FUNCTION
HANDSET

Did you know?
This is the first time Bathe Easy have
introduced anti-scald thermostatic
technology! Shower bars are so easily
accessed when in a bath or shower
that we believed it was paramount to
improve safety in this area.
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CLASSIC DELUXE SAFE
TOUCH DOUBLE SHOWER

With an Aerating Spa Jet
function you can choose the
setting just right for you.

SPRAY

AERATING
SPA JET

SPRAY +
AERATING
SPA JET

ADJUSTABLE
FIXING POINTS
FOR RISER

Our Bathe Easy Classic
Deluxe shower has a
thermostatic safe touch
bar, ensuring no scalds
or nasty surprises while
showering! With a flexible
slide rail kit, the shower
can be any height to suit
the user, perfect for the
whole family. Plus the push
button handset allows easy
grip and the smooth hose
avoids any water and dirt
build up - great for easy
cleaning too!

The Bathe Easy Classic
Deluxe double shower has
a large static overhead
soaker that gives a rainfall
effect but then a handy
telescopic riser for easy
use. The push button
handset makes the choice
of water flow simple and
a fun feature for all the
family. This shower is
extremely easy to turn on
and off, as well as control
temperature given the
carefully designed handles.

CLASSIC DELUXE SAFE
TOUCH BATH SHOWER MIXER

CLASSIC DELUXE SAFE
TOUCH SHOWER MIXER

Classic Deluxe safe touch thermostatic bath
shower mixer with deck mounting legs, flexible
slide rail kit, push button handset and smooth
hose. The perfect addition to any Bathe Easy
bath, this mixer gives fail safe protection on
both the hot and cold supplies. Supplied
with bath connectors so can be either wall
mounted or bath mounted (shown).

Classic Deluxe thermostatic safe touch
bar shower with push button handset
and smooth hose (no slide rail kit).

All Classic Deluxe bar
showers feature proven
anti-scald thermostatic
technology.

Allows the installer to set
fixing centres accordingly
for specific installation.

Classic Deluxe showers have
been approved by WRAS.

With constant circulation of cold water
under the surface, this shower mixer will
never be hot to touch.
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OUR
Responsibility
Here at Trojan we aim to make a
difference by ensuring two things. The
first is that our employees can operate
and feel comfortable in a safe and secure
workplace. The second is that we maintain
a healthy balance between the economy
and our ecosystem.
Through investment, training and
developing effective internal processes
we endeavour to create a positive, ethical
working environment. Our dedicated,
highly skilled team are fully trained and
supported at every step.

OUR
Philosophy
The environment is a key concern for
Trojan and as such, we are constantly
working to ensure our impact on the
ecosystem is as minimal as possible.
As well as on-site recycling facilities, we
manufacture products that will in turn
allow consumers to monitor their own
impact on the world’s resources.

According to national charity DLF (Disabled
Living Foundation), there are 13.3m disabled
people in the UK yet only 17% are born with their
disability, most acquiring their disability in later
life. For every 1,000 people of working age in the
UK, there are 308 of pensionable age, with this
projected to increase to 365 by 2037. The ageing
population and therefore the affect that this has
on housing and specialised equipment, cannot
be underestimated.

1.9m households contained at least one
person who felt that their condition meant
they required some adaptations to their
home; the most common adaptations
being grab rails, a new bath or shower
to replace the bath*.
Through ongoing research, we know that many
consumers are trying to ‘future proof’ their
bathrooms and installing walk-in baths a lot
earlier in their lives as they see them as being

The local community

highly practical as well as ensuring every
member of the household can always have the
pleasure of a bath, no matter what their age or
physical ability.

While in the past a product that helped
to aid ‘independent living’ was never
seen to be stylish, consumer demands are
changing and just because an individual
has some physical limitations, does not
mean that this has to negatively impact
the design and style of their home.

In relaunching the Bathe Easy brand, we are
looking to introduce a wider range of products
that cater to all generations, focussing more on a
beautiful bathroom that offers extra functionality
for all users rather than just products designed
specifically for a disability. We hope you have
enjoyed reading about all of our fantastic Bathe
Easy products and welcome you to come and
visit our Huddersfield site to hear more about all
Trojan brands.
Many thanks

D Mosley

Here at Bathe Easy, we wanted to be sure that we David Mosley
Managing Director
had a range that offered not only a safe product
but looked great too. As we all age, it doesn’t
mean we lose our sense of style or want a less
aspirational bathroom and we wanted to develop
our range so that everybody living in the home
would be proud to futureproof their bathrooms
with products that they know will stand the test
of time – both functionally as well as aesthetically.

Disclaimer

We also believe the local community is as
important as the global environment, so are
proud to support and work alongside local
charities.

The information contained in this brochure is
done so in good faith, and as such, we accept no
liability if errors are found. Technical information
is not binding in detail and any recommendations
are based upon our wealth of experience and market
knowledge. If you have a specific question please
feel free to contact our technical staff who will be
delighted to advise you further.

For more information visit
www.ruddisretreat.org a local charity we
continue to support.
*Source: www.dlf.org.uk
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Our home in Yorkshire...

If you would like to hear more about Bathe Easy, or any of the wider
Trojan Baths products, please get in touch with us!

Trojan Plastics Ltd
Ramsden Mills, Britannia Road
Huddersfield, West Yorkshire, HD3 4QG

bathe-easy.co.uk
01484 648181
sales@trojan-plastics.co.uk

